Traditional multi-platform systems compromise performance and reliability. They also make service and support more challenging. Ever wonder why your AV system isn’t more like your IT system?

By standardizing on a single, validated platform, you can easily deploy scalable AV systems throughout your organization, provide a consistent user experience, manage all the technology on the network, and ensure that everything works flawlessly.
Here’s what you get with a Crestron Certified Design

END-TO-END “CERTIFIED DESIGN”
› Engineered and validated by Crestron to ensure premium performance and reliability – confidence that it will work!
› Single platform scalable system solutions for every room size, room type, or application
› Repeatable, managed system that can be supported

ENTERPRISE-CLASS AV SOLUTION THAT SUPPORTS THE LATEST IT STANDARDS
› 802.1X, Transport Layer Security (TLS), Active Directory, and SNMP
› Video distribution system support for DM® 3.0 technology standards
› HDMI® and HDBaseT®, 4K/60 uncompressed bit-for-bit UHD/AV distribution and bi-directional scaling
› Integration of multiple legacy formats
› Copper, fiber, and streaming distribution

FIVE-YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY
› Additional two years above award-winning 3-year standard Crestron warranty

ONE-YEAR FREE SERVICE AGREEMENT FOR LARGE-FORMAT DIGITALMEDIA™ SWITCHERS

CRESTRON SUPPORT – MORE THAN 90 OFFICES AROUND THE GLOBE
› Crestron Technical Institute
› 24/7 technical support

For your next AV system, insist on a Crestron Certified Design